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Let f(TC, ,..., X,) be an absolutely irreducible polynomial with coefficients 
in a finite field. Elementary methods are used to derive an explicit lower bound 
for the number of zeros off: 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Our main result is the following 
THEOREM. Supposef(XI ,..., X,) is an absolutely irreducible polynomial 
of total degree d > 0, with coeficients in theJinite$eld Fq with q elements. 
Let A be the number of solutions (x1 ,..., x,) with components in FQ of the 
equation 
.f(Xl ,***, x,) = 0. (1) 
Suppose 
q > 104n3d5P3([4 log dj), (2) 
where [ ] denotes integer parts and P(1) = 2, P(2) = 3,... is the sequence 
of primes.l Then 
A > q+1 - (d - l)(d - 2) q”-‘W - @q’+2. (3) 
A solution (x1 ,..., x,) of (1) is called non-singular if not all the partial 
derivatives off vanish at (xl ,..., x,). In $3 we shall deduce the 
COROLLARY. Suppose f is not a polynomial in X19,..., X,p wherep is the 
characteristic, and suppose f and q satisfy the hypotheses of the Theorem. 
Then there are non-singular solutions. 
* Written with partial support from NSF Grant NSF-GP-33026X. 
1 In particular, P(x) N x log x, and the right-hand side of (2) is 0(nsd5+E) for every 
c > 0. 
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It may be useful to discuss the background for our Theorem. When 
n = 1, the absolute irreducibility implies d = 1, so that A = 1, and (3) 
holds. Now suppose n = 2, i.e.,f(X1 , X,) is a polynomial in two variables 
of degree d > 0, which is absolutely irreducible. Let A* be the number of 
“finite” solutions of (1) as above, plus the number of “solutions at 
infinity.” Let A** be the number of prime divisors of degree 1 of the 
function field of the curve f(X, , X,) = 0. A. Weil in 1948 [14] used 
methods of algebraic geometry to show that 
IA ** - q - 1 / < 2gq112, 
where g is the genus of the curve. Now 
(4) 
I A** - A* I < 1 (TP - 1) < c rp(rp - l), 
where the sum is over the singular points P of the curve, and where r, 
is the multiplicity of P. It is shown in algebraic geometry that 
2g + C r&P - 1) d (d - l)(d - 21, 
and hence (4) yields 
j A* - q - 1 ( < (d - I)(d - 2)qli”. 
Since A 9 A* ,< A + d, we obtain 
/ A - q / < (d - l)(d - 2)q1j2 + d. (5) 
Hence the Theorem is true if n = 2. 
In a recent paper [7], I used the elementary method of S. A. Stepanov 
[8-121 to prove a result which implies that 
j A - q 1 < 2d3q1j2, (6) 
provided that q > 9(d + 1)“. By using the zeta function of the curve 
f(X, , X,) = 0, one finds that (6) implies (4) and hence (5). On the other 
hand, Bombieri [l] used ideas of Stepanov together with the zeta function 
to give a very elegant direct proof of (4). 
Now suppose n > 3 and f = f(X, ,..., X,). Let again A be the number 
of solutions of (1) with components in F, , and let A* be the number A of 
these “finite solutions,” plus the number of “solutions at infinity.” It is 
easily shown (see Lemma 2 below) that 
j A* - A ( ,( d(q@ + ... + q + 1). 
Hence if we are concerned with rough bounds, it matters little whether we 
estimate A or A*. Estimates of A* were given by S. Lang and A. Weil [5] 
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and by L. B. Nisnevich [6], with similar methods and similar results. S. 
Lang and A. Weil showed (in fact they dealt with a more general situation) 
that 
1 A* - qn-l 1 < (d - l)(d - 2) qn--(3/2) + clqn-2, (7) 
where c, = c1(4 n). 
Their method is roughly as follows. Assume for simplicity that n = 3. 
Let P be a plane with parameter representation 
xi = ailT1 + aiJ2 + at3 (i= 1,2,3). (8) 
Substituting these values for X1 , X2 , X3 intof(X1 , X2 , X3), we get a poly- 
nomial in the two variables Tl , T2 . Now it turns out that for “most” 
planes P, the polynomial in Tl , T, so obtained is absolutely irreducible. 
Hence by the case of two variables, the number A*(P) of solutions 
(finite and ini?nite) on the plane P satisfies 
1 A*(P) - q - 1 1 < (d - l)(d - 2)q1j2, 
for “most” planes P. This fact, together with an estimate of the number of 
exceptional planes P, yields (7). The coefficients aij in (8) belonging to 
exceptional planes satisfy a polynomial equation h(all ,..., aa3) = 0, with a 
polynomial h depending onf. Unfortunately, the degree of h is very large 
as a function of d, and hence the constant c, in (7) becomes very large; 
in fact it increases faster than exponentially with d. But it would not be 
difficult to give explicit (rather large) bounds for c1 = c,(d, n). Also, it is 
easy to give a completely elementary version of the proof. 
In view of the large size of cl, the estimate (7) becomes useless when 
q is small. Our Theorem gives a reasonably good estimate (in particular, 
A > 0), provided only that (2) holds. 
Now suppose that the hypersurfacef(X, ,..., X,) = 0 is “nonsingular” 
and that d or q is odd. Then it follows from work of B. Dwork [3,4] 
together with (7) that 
where 
1 A* - (qn-l + *** + q + l)/ < c2qn-@/2) 9 
c2 = d-l((d - I)n+l + (-l)n+l (d - 1)). 
This does not imply (3). But the Weil conjectures on non-singular hyper- 
surfaces2 would imply that 
1 A* - (q”-l + *** + q + l)/ < c2q(+1)‘2, 
B This conjecture was proved recently by P. Deligne, in a non-elementary way. 
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which would of course give much more than (3). On the other hand, our 
Theorem does not require non-singularity. 
Our method is elementary and consists of a development of ideas in 
[7], which in turn were inspired by the work of Stepanov. We will make 
use of (5). If instead of (5) one uses the strictly elementary estimate (6), 
then one obtains our Theorem with (2) replaced by both (2) and 
and (3) replaced by 
q > 2ooo nw, (2’) 
A > qn-l - 3d3qn-(3/2)a (3’) 
Our method does not at present give an equally good upper bound for A, 
except in the case when the algebraic function 9 withf(X, ,..., X,,-, , g)=O 
is either normal or of degree < 3 over the field of rational functions in 
X 1 ,..., X,+, . We shall not deal with this upper bound. One can use our 
Theorem, together with birational transformations, to give lower bounds 
for the number of points on varieties defined over F, . Again, we shall not 
deal with this in the present paper. 
Many arguments used in the sequel appear in a simpler form in the 
preceding paper [7], and hence this paper may serve as an introduction 
to the present one. 
2. NOTATION 
We shall employ almost the same notation as in [7]. Throughout, p will 
be a prime and q a power of p. We shall write F, for the algebraic closure 
of Fg , and, more generally, K for the algebraic closure of a field K. 
Elements of F, will be denoted by x, y ,... . We shall write X, Y ,..., X, , X, ,... 
for variables, and X, r),... for algebraic functions, i.e., for quantities which 
are algebraically dependent on some of the variables X, Y,... . Polynomials 
will be written as a(X), b(X), a(X, ,..., X,J ,... . Unless stated otherwise, 
the degree of a(X, ,..., X,J, denoted deg a, will mean the total degree. 
The notation 
degx, 4X1 ,.--, X,J 
will mean the degree of u(X, ,,.., X,J in the variable X,(i = l,..., n). 
If K’ is a finite algebraic extension of a field K, then [K’ : K] will denote 
the degree of that extension. K(X, ,..., X, , 3E, ,..., 3E, , x1 ,..., x,) will be 
the field obtained by adjoining X, ,..., x u) to the field K. Thus K(X, ,..., X,) 
is the field of rational functions in u variables over K. 
The number of elements of a finite set w  will be denoted by 1 w  I. 
6411616-4 
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3. ELEMENTARY UPPER BOUNDS 
LEMMA 1. Suppose g(X, ,..., X,) is a non-zero polynomial of degree d 
with coeficients in FQ . Then the number of solutions (x1 ,..., x,,) with 
xiEFpof 
&l Y.‘., x,) = 0 (9) 
is at most dqn-l. If g is homogeneous, then the number of solutions 
(Xl ,.**> x3 # (O,..., 0) is at most d(q”-l - 1). 
ProojI” The lemma is obviously true if d = 0 or d = 1. It is also true 
if n = 1. Suppose n > 1, d > 1, and suppose the lemma is already proved 
for polynomials in < n variables of degree < d, and for polynomials in 
-=c n variables of degree < d. 
Suppose at first that g(X, ,..., X,) is not divisible by X1 - x for any 
x E F, . Then for every x, g(x, X2 ,..., X,) is a non-zero polynomial in 
n - 1 variables, hence by our assumption has < dqn-z solutions in 
x2 )...) x, . Summing over x E Fg , we obtain < qdq”-2 = dqn-l solutions. 
The number of solutions with x1 # 0 is < (q - 1) dqn--2. If g is homo- 
geneous, then so is g(0, X2 ,..., X,). The number of non-zero solutions of 
&do, x2 v**., x,) = 0 is < d(qn-2 - 1). Thus for g homogeneous, the number 
of non-zero solutions is altogether 
< (q - 1) dqn-2 + d(q’+2 - 1) = d(q’+l - 1). 
Now suppose that g(X, ,..., X,) is divisible by X1 - x, say that 
g(X1 P-*-Y -KJ = (Xl - x)&5(X1 ,..., X,). The number of zeros is at most 
qn-l plus the number of zeros of g, , hence is < qn-l + (d - l)q”-l = 
dqn-l. If g is homogeneous, then it can only be divisible by X, - 0 = X1 , 
so that g(X, ,..., X,) = X,g,(X, ,..., X,). The number of non-zero solutions 
now is < (q”-l - 1) + (d - l)(q”-l - 1). 
Now let 
f(X, ,..., X,) = C 
il+...+i,qt 
ai,..+*X2 *a* Xi 
be a polynomial of degree d with coefficients in F, . As in the introduction, 
A will denote the number of solutions (x1 ,..., x,) with xi E Fp. of (1). With 
f we associate the form 
f *(X0 , Xl ,..., X,) = C 
io+i,+* ‘.+i,=d 
a,I.,.i,XdX2 .** X2. 
A* is defined as the number of solutions of f *(x,, , x1 ,..., x,) = 0 in 
SSee also the lemma in [2], $5.2. 
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non-zero (n + l)-tuples (x,, , x1 ,..., x,J with components of F, , where 
two (n + l)-tuples are considered equal if they are proportional. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose n > 2. Then 
1 A* - A ( f d(q”-2 + ..* + q + 1). 
Proof. We have A* = A,* + AI*, where A,* counts the solutions 
(x0 7 Xl >-.*, x,J with x0 # 0, and A,* counts the solutions with x0 = 0. 
Every (n + 1)-tuple with x0 # 0 is proportional to a unique (n + I)-tuple 
with x0 = 1. Hence Ao* is the number of (x1 ,..., x,) withf “(1, x1 ,..., x,) = 
0, i.e., withf(x, ,..., x,) = 0, and we have Ao* = A. Thus A* - A = AI*, 
which is (q - 1)-l times the number of (x, ,..., xJ # (0 ,..., 0) with 
f*(o, Xl ,..., x,J # 0, and by Lemma 1 we have 
A* - A = A,* < (q - 1)-l d(q”-l - 1) = d(q’@ + ... + q + 1). 
LEMMA 3. Suppose ul(X, Y), U.&X, Y) are polynomials of degrees e, , e2 
with coeficients in some field K. Suppose ul , u2 have no common factor 
of positive degree. Then the number of solutions x, y in K of 
Ul(& Y) = %4x, Y) = 0 
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that K is infinite. 
Suppose there are at least h common zeros. One can find a set of X distinct 
parallel lines in the plane IF, with each line containing precisely one of the 
solutions (x, y). Hence after a linear transformation of the variables, one 
obtains polynomials v1 , v2 with degrees e, , e, , and with no common 
factor, which have common zeros (x1, y,) ,..., (xA , y,J with x1 ,..., xA all 
distinct. We have r(x3 = **. = r(xA) = 0, where r(X) is the resultant of 
v1 , v2 when considered as polynomials in Y. Since vl, v2 have no common 
factor, the resultant is a non-zero polynomial of degree at most e1e2 . 
Hence X < e,e, . 
COROLLARY. Suppose u,(X, Y), u&k/, Y),..., u,(X, Y) are polynomials 
of degree < e which are relatively prime, i.e., which have no common 
factor of positive degree. Let all these polynomials have coeficients in some 
field K. Then the number of common zeros, i.e., the number of pairs x, y 
in K with 
uo(x, y) = **- = u,(x, y) = 0 (10) 
is G e2. 
Proof, Let v(X, Y) be the greatest common divisor of u1 ,..., ut , and 
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let ui(X, Y) = ~(1, Y) wi(X, Y) (i = l,..., t). If d is the degree of U, then 
deg wi < e - d (i = l,..., t). Every solution of (10) is either a solution of 
u&G Y) = 44 y) = 0 (11) 
or of 
WJX, y) = -*a = Wt(X, y) = 0. (12) 
Since U, , v are relatively prime, the number of solutions of (11) is & de 
by Lemma 3. Since wI ,..., wt are relatively prime, the number of solutions 
of (12) is < (e - d)a, if we assume inductively that the Corollary is true 
for t - 1 in place oft. Since 
de t (e - d)a = e2 - de + da < e2, 
the Corollary follows. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose u&Y1 ,..., X,), uI(X, ,..., X,) ,..., u&Y, ,..., X,) are 
polynomials of degree d e with coeficients in Fp and without a common 
factor. Then the number of solutions of 
UO(XI )...) x,) = *** = 24,(x, )...) x,) = 0 (13) 
with components in F, is < 2ne3qn-2. 
ProoJ: We proceed by induction on n. When n = 1, there is no 
solution, and when n = 2, the assertion follows from the Corollary to 
Lemma 3. When n 3 3, write AI for the number of solutions (x1 ,..., x,J 
where all the polynomials 
UdXl ,**., &z-l 3 WY., uAx1 9'.., &l-l 9 xl) (14) 
are identically zero, and write A, for the number of remaining solutions. 
Then AI equals q times the number of common zeros of the polynomials 
%5(X1 ,.“, X,,) (0 < i < t, 0 < j < e), where vij is the coefficient of 
X,j in 24,(X, ,..., X,>. Since the polynomials uii have no’common factor 
of positive degree, the number of their common zeros (xl ,..., xnM1) is 
< 2(n - l)e3q”-3 by induction, and A, < 2(n - l)e”q”-“. 
Now let w1 ,..., w, be the distinct irreducible factors of U, . For each 
wi there is a ji such that 1 <<ji < t and uii is not divisible by wi . Put 
Then v is of degree < 2e, and u, , v have no common factor. Every 
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solution of (13) is a common zero of u,, and u. Hence it satisfies 
+I >‘.‘> x,.-~) = 0, where I is the resultant of u,, , u when considered as 
polynomials in X,, . This resultant is a non-zero polynomial of degree 
< 2e2, so that the number of possibilities for x1 ,..., x,-~ is < 2e2qn-2 by 
Lemma I. Now for A, we are concerned with solutions where the pofy- 
nomials (14) are not all zero. Hence for given x, ,..., x,-~, there are at 
most e possibilities for x, . Hence A, < 2esqn-2. Thus A, + A, < 2ne3qn-2, 
and the lemma is true. 
Proof of the Corollary to the Theorem. Because of our special assumption 
onf, not all the partial derivatives are identically zero. Let g(X, ,..., X,) be 
one of the non-zero derivatives. Every “singular” solution of (1) is a 
common zero off and g, and by Lemma 4 there are < 2nd3qn-2 such zeros. 
The number of non-singular solutions is therefore Z A - 2nd3qn-2, and 
in particular it is positive by (2) and (3). 
4. THENUMBEROFPOINTSONA(NOTNECESSARILYIRREDUCIBLE)SURFACE 
If u(X, Y) is an absolutely irreducible polynomial of degree d > 0 with 
coefficients in F, , then the number A of zeros of u in F, satisfies 
I A - q I < 4q, 4, (15) 
where we may take 
a = aI = (d - l)(d - 2) ql12 + d 
by (5). Or, a reader who prefers the strictly elementary estimate (6), may 
take 
01 = a2 = 2d3q112, 
provided that q > 9(d + 1)4. In either case, the function a(q, 6) has 
44, 4 + dq, d’) < 43, d + d’). (16) 
LEMMA 5. Suppose f (X, Y) is a polynomial of degree d with coeficients 
in FQ , and not necessarily irreducible. There is an integer v with 
such that the number A of zeros off over F, satisfies 
I A - vq I -c 4q,4 + d2. 
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Proof. We may write 
f= cff . ..fF. 
where c is a constant and no two of the polynomials fi ,..., fk are pro- 
portional to each other, and where each polynomial& has coefficients in 
F, and is irreducible over FQ , and has some coefficient equal to 1. Suppose 
precisely v of fi ,..., fk have all their coefficients in F, , say fi ,,.., f, . 
Denote the degree ofh by di, and let Ai be the number of zeros of& with 
components in Fg (i = l,..., k). Let Aij be the number of common zeros 
of fi and fj . We have 
by (15) and 
by Lemma 3. 
Now for i > v we have 
where the fib are polynomials with coefficients in F*, where olil ,..,, ait 
are in FQ with 1, olil ,..., aiti linearly independent over Fp , and wherl 
ti 2 1. Moreover, the polynomials A0 ,.,., At, have no common factor. 
Every zero offi with components in F, is a common zero ofj& ,...,& . 
By the Corollary to Lemma 3 there are at most di2 such common zeros, i.e., 
Aa < di2 (v < i < k). 
The number A of zeros of the given polynomial f has 
3 vq - i 44, 41 - C 44 
1=1 izi 
> vq - a(q, d) - d2 
by (16). On the other hand, 
A G i At + i At < vq + i a(q, dd) + d,?+l + -** + dk2 i=l i-v+1 i-1 
< vq + a(q, d) + d2. 
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Now suppose n 3 3. We shall denote 2-dimensional planes (not 
necessarily through the origin) of n-dimensional space F,” by P. If w,, is 
the number of planes, w1 the number of planes through a given point and 
w2 the number of planes through two given distinct points, then 
cog = q”(q” - l)(qn - q) q-yq2 - 1)-l (92 - q)-1, 
% = (4" - 1Xq" - 4h2 - 1>-'k2 - 4F1, 
co2 = (q” - q)(q2 - q)-1. 
Let A(P) be the number of zeros of a polynomial f(X, ,..., X,> which 
lie on a plane P, and, as usual, let A be the total number of zeros. We 
shall denote zeros by (x), (JJ),... . 
LEMMA 6. We have 
1 (A(P) - Aq2+)2 < dw,q+1, 
P 
where d is the degree ofJ 
Proof. 
TA(f’)=c c 1 =zw,=Aw,, 
(2) PP(cz) 
so that the mean value of A(P) over all planes P is Awl/w, = Aq2-“. Next, 
Thus 
;AW2= CC 1 1 = C w,+&~l 
(Z) (?I) PP(cz),(?/) (X)#(Y) (2) 
= A(A - 1) w2 + Aw, < A%, + Am,. 
; (A(P) - Aq2-n)2 = (; A2(P)) - w,A~(~~+)~ 
< A2c0, + Ao, - A2~,2/~, < Aw, < dw,qn-‘, 
since wO~2 < w12, and since A < dqn-l by Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose 
q > 6d2q112 + 4a(q, d). 
Then there is an integer v,, , 0 < v, < d, with 
1 A - vOqn-l I -=c (dq, 4 + 5d2) qn-2. 
(17) 
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ProoJ We have & (dq) = wodq = coldqn-2, and hence by Lemma 6 
there is a plane P with 1 A(P) - Aq2-% 1 < fi. By Lemma 5 there is an 
integer v,, with 
I A(P) - voq I -=L 4s 4 + d2. 
Here 0 < v. < d if f does not vanish identically on P, but A(P) = q2 
and v. = q if f is identically zero on P. Combining our inequalities we 
obtain 
1 A - voq’+l I < (a(q, 6) + d2 + (dq)li2) qn-2. 
If we had v. = q, then A > qn - a(q, d)qn-2 - 2d2qn-t3i2), and on the 
other hand A < dqn-l by Lemma 1. These two inequalities together with 
(17) are incompatible. Thus 0 < v. < d. 
But this is not quite the end of the story: Let IIj be the set of planes P 
with j v(P) - v,, 1 = j. Planes P ~17~ with j > 0 have A(P) - voq = 
(v(P) - vo) q + A(P) - v(P)q, whence 
IA(P)---oql <jq+(u(q,d)+d2<(j+l)q~‘2jq 
by (17). On the other hand, again by (17), 
1 A(P) - Aq2-” 1 > [ A(P) - voq 1 -q2-n [ A - voqn-l [ 
> jq - a(q, d) - d2 - Lu(q, 6) - 2d2q1J2 > ijq. 





+ q2 I 17, I) < &qn-l, 




wo(& 4 + d2> + i 2jq I nj I 
3=1 
< q”-2(4q, 4 + d2 + 8d) 
< qn-2(h, 4 + 5d2), 
if d > 2. The lemma is obviously true if d = 1. 
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5. CERTAIN FIELD EXTENSIONS 
LEMMA 8. Suppose f(X, Y), g(X, Y) are absolutely irreducible poly- 
nomials with coeficients in some field K, of respective degrees d > 0, 
e > 0 in Y. Let X, Z be variables, and 9, Il algebraic functions with 
Then 
fK 9) = 0, g(Z, U) = 0. 
[K(X, Z, 9, U) : K(X, Z)] = de. 
Proof. The case f = g was proved as Hilfssatz 2 in 171. The general 
case is proved in the same way.* 
Now suppose that K is of characteristic p, and that q is a power of p. 
Given a polynomial f(X, Y) = C aiiXiYj with coefficients in K, write 
f[“l(X, Y) = C aTjXiYj. Now the mapping x+x* is an automorphism 
of K, and hence if f is absolutely irreducible, then so is f@l. We therefore 
have the 
COROLLARY. Suppose f (X, Y) is an absolutely irreducible polynomial 
of degree d > 0 in Y with coeficients in afield K of characteristic p. Let 
X, Z be variables and 9, U algebraic functions with 
Then 
fK 9) = 0, f qz, U) = 0. 
[K(X, Z, ‘2), U) : K(X, Z)] = d2. 
LEMMA 9. Let r(Y), s(Y), g,(X, Y), gg(X, Y) be polynomials with 
coeficients in afield K, with g, , g, absolutely irreducible and of respective 
degrees d, > 0, d, > 0 in Y, and suppose the degree of 
r(Y) - s(Y) 
is positive and prime to d,.d, . Put 
XcT) = X + r(Y), 
and let 3,) ss satisfy 
&WS), 392 = 0, 
Then 
X’S) = x + s(Y), 
gs(x(s), 33 = 0. 
CKK Y, Sr , 3s) : KG, Y)l = 44 . 
(18) 
* Rather than to look up [7], the reader might prefer to give his own proof of this 
simple lemma. 
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Proof. Since Xfr), Xo) are algebraically independent, Lemma 8 
implies that [K(Xtr), Xts), 3, , 3,) : K(Xtr), X(“)] = drd, . The polynomial 
u(Z) = r(2) - s(Z) - X(I) + xt8) 
is irreducible over K(X(?), X(“)) and of a degree e prime to d,d, . Now 
u(Y) = 0 by (18), so that Y is algebraic of degree e over K(X(r), Xc”)). 
Since e is prime to d,d, , we get 
[K(X”‘, Xcs), Y, 3, , 3J : K(Xfr), X(a), Y)] = d,.d* . 
Since K(Xcr), Xo), Y) = K(X, Y), the lemma follows. 
6. A LINEAR INDEPENDENCE RESULT 
We shall employ the notation sl(U, ,..., 17,) = -(U, + **a + U,),..., 
s&4 ,***, U,) = (-l)d u, **a U, for the elementary symmetric polynomials 
in d variables U, ,..., U, . 
LEMMA 10. Suppose a(& ,..., U,) is a symmetric polynomial in 
U 1 ,..-, U, . Then there exists a polynomial b( VI ,..., Vd) such that 
44 ,..., u,) = b(s,(U, ,..., u,),..., sdu, ,..., u,)). 
If a&4 ,..., U,) has degree t in each variable Ui , then b( V, ,..., V,) has 
total degree t. 
Proof The first assertion is well-known. The assertion about the 
degree follows, e.g., from the proof given in Van der Waerden [13]. 
LEMMA 11. Suppose 
f(X, Y) = Yd + g1W) P--l + - * * + &z(X), 
where gi(X) is a polynomial with coescients in a Jield K of characteristic 
p and with 
deg gi(X> < i# (i = l,..., d). (19) 
Suppose f is absolutely irreducible, and let ‘$ satisfy f(X, r)) = 0. Then 
the quantities 
‘t#)icr)cdXk (O<i,j,(d-l;O<k<(q/d)-d$) 
are linearly independent over the$eld I&F’). 
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Proof. Although the lemma is very similar to Hilfssatz 3 of [7], it 
is probably most convenient to give a complete proof here, Let 
a(X, Y, Z, W) be a polynomial with coefficients in K with 
degx a -c (q/d> - d$, deg, a < d - 1, deg,a < d - 1. 
We have to verify that 
4X 9, Xq, W> = 0 implies that a(X, Y, Z, W) = 0. 
We have gd = -gl(X)gd---l - ... - gd(X), and using (19) and induction 
on t, we obtain 
‘$j”-1’” = g:“‘(X) SJ)d-1 + . . . + g;‘(X) (t = 1, 2,...), (20) 
with 
deg&YX) d (t + i - l)# d (t + d - l)# (i = l,..., d). (21) 
Put 
a(X, Y, Z; W, ,..., wd) = fi a(X, y9 z, wh). 
h=l 
The polynomial a(X, Y, Z; WI ,..., W,) is symmetric in WI ,..., W, and of 
degree < d - 1 in each Wi , so that by Lemma 10 we obtain 
a(X, Y, z; WI ,...) Wdl = 4X, K z; SlWl 3.--, Wd),..., Sdf U/I P”., WdN, (22) 
where b(X, Y, Z; VI ,..., vd) is a polynomial of total degree < d - 1 in 
the variables VI ,..., V, . Now since b has degree < d(d - 1) = 
d - 1 + (d - 1)2 in Y, an application of (20) with t = (d - 1)” shows 
that 
b(X, 9, Z; V, ,..., Vd) = 4x, ‘I), z; Vl 7-**, Jfd), (23) 
where c(X, Y, Z; VI ,..., V,) is a polynomial with 
deg,c<d- 1, (24) 
de& c -c &q/d) - 43 + Cd - 1Y + d - l)+ -c q. (25) 
Now let $I1 = ‘$ g,z ,..., Q)d be the roots of the polynomial f(X, Y) 
in Y, i.e., suppose that 
.m y> = (Y - %I *.- (Y - ?ld>. 
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Then gi(X) = Sj(gl ,..., YJ, and raising this to the q-th power, we obtain 
gqx*> = s.(g),* )..., !g),“) 3 3 (j = I)..., d). (26) 
Now suppose a(X, r), Xq, ‘I)“) = 0. Then also a(X, I), XQ; gl” ,..., ‘$I#) =0, 
whence in view of (22) and (26), 
b(X, ‘I), xq; gpyxg ,..., g$qXq)) = 0, 
whence by (23), 
c(X, 9, xg; gPl(X”) ,...) g;qxq = 0. 
Since 9 is of the degree d over K(X), (24) yields 
c(X, Y, xg; gPl(XQ) )..., gkl(X”)) = 0. 
This is an identity in X, Y. We now substitute X, + X, for X and obtain 
c(X, + x2 , Y, xlq + x,q; gp’(xlq + xfiq),..., @(X~” + X,3) = 0. 
(27) 
The left hand side of this equation equals 
c(x, + x2 , Y, xlq; gp’(x;),..., gl,“‘(x,pN + x2q4xl , x, 9 Y), 
where d(X,, X,, Y) is a polynomial. Now by virtue of (25), c(X,+X,, Y, X,g; 
gpJ(Xlq),...) is of degree -C q in X, , and it follows that c(X, + X, , Y, X,q; 
gw~q),...9 gFl(X,q)) = 0. Since XI + X, , Y, X,q are algebraically 
independent, we obtain the identity 
c(X, Y, z; g?](Z) )..., g!‘(Z)) = 0 
in the three variables X, Y, Z. 
We now substitute II) for Y and we obtain 
4% 9, z; &VI,..., &w> = 0, (28) 
by (23). Now let U, ,..., Ud be the roots offtqJ(Z, U) in U, i.e., suppose that 
pyz, U) = (U - II,) --* (U - U,). 
Then gp](Z) = s& ,..., II,) (i = I,..., d). Substituting these values 
into (28) and recalling the definition of b(X, Y, Z; . ..). we get 
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4x 9, z; u1 ,“‘> U,) = 0. Thus there is a j, 1 < j < d, such that 
U = I$ has 
a(X, ‘2), z, U) = 0. 
The quantities ‘$, U are as in the Corollary to Lemma 8. Since 
a(X, Y, Z, W) has degree < d - 1 in Y and in W, we obtain 
a(X, Y, z, W) = 0. 
7. A SPECIAL HYPOTHESIS 
In what follows, we shall assume that n 3 3, and put 
m=n-1. (29) 
We shall write the polynomial of the Theorem as f(X, ,..,, X, , Y). 
Since the mapping x -+ x* is an automorphism of F*, the number of 
zeros of a polynomial g(X, ,..., X,,, , Y) is the same as the number of 
zeros of g(X, ,..., X, , Y”). Hence we may suppose without loss of generality 
that f(X, ,..., X, , Y) is not a polynomial in Yp, i.e., that it is separable 
in Y. 
LEMMA 12. Suppose f(X, ,..., X,,, , Y) is a polynomial of degree d > 0 
with coeficients in F, and separable in Y. Suppose q > 2d. There exist c, 
a, ,..., a, in F, such that the polynomial 
gtx, ,*-*3 X, , Y) = cf(X, + a,Y ,..., X, + 4X, Y> 
is uguin separable in Y, and has the term Yd with coejicient 1. 
Proof. We have 
g(%.., 0, y> = cf(ulY ,..., u,Y, Y) = ch,(u, ,..., um)Yd + -.a, 
where hl is a polynomial of degree < d. Since f is of (precise) degree d, 
the polynomial hI is non-zero. 
Since f is separable in Y, it contains a term X$ *=a X2 Yj with p rj 
with a non-zero coefficient. The term X2 **a X2 Yj occurs in g with a 
coefficient ch,(u, ,..., a,), where h, is a non-zero polynomial of degree 
< d. 
We have to choose a, ,..., a,,, so that h,(a, ,..., a,) h&z1 ,..., a,) # 0. By 
Lemma 1, the number of a, ,,.., a, in F, with h,h,(uI ,..., a,) = 0 is 
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< 2dqna-l -C qm. Hence there are a, ,..., a,,, with the desired property. 
We finally pick c such that ch,(al ,..., a,) = 1. 
In view of the lemma just proved, we may assume that the polynomial 
of the Theorem is of the type 
f (Xl ,***> xm , Y) = Yd + Sl(X1 ,..., Xm)yd-l + *** + &(X1 ,... , LA (30) 
where gi is a polynomial with 
degg, d i (i = I,..., d). (31) 
Write f”(X, , Y) for the polynomialf when interpreted as a polynomial 
in the two variables X, , Y with coefficients in the field 
K = F*(X, )..., X,-l). (32) 
ThenfO(X, , Y) is irreducible over K. But it may or it may not be absolutely 
irreducible, i.e., be irreducible over K. In the next sections we shall assume 
this as a hypothesis. On the other hand, it will be convenient for later 
applications to relax (31). Hence we shall make the 
HYPOTHESIS H . The polynomial f is of the type (30) with 
deg gi < i$ (i = I,..., d), (33) 
where IJ is a constant > 1. It is separable in Y. Moreover, the polynomial 
f “(X, , Y) is absolutely irreducible. 
This hypothesis will be assumed to hold until the end of $11. Later, 
in $14, we shall show how the general case can be reduced to this special 
hypothesis. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 11 and 
Hypothesis H: 
LEMMA 13. Let g be a solution of the equation 
ml ,***, -Km, 9) = 0. (34) 
Let a(X, ,..., X,,, , Y, 2, W) be a non-zero polynomial with coeficients in 
F, and with 
Then 
da,,, a < (q/d> - 44 
deg,a < d - 1, deg,a <d- 1. 
4x1 ,..., -G , 97 xn*, ?I*> f 0. 
(35) 
(36) 
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8. PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
Given a monomial X$ .-. X2 Y”Z* Ww, write 
A = i, + $24, V = il + .-* + irn-l + qv. 
Given a polynomial a(X, ,..., X, , Y, 2, W), write d(a) for the maximum 
of d for all monomials which have a non-zero coefficient in a, and write 
V(a) for the maximum of V for all these monomials. 
Let D, ,..., D, be the partial differentiation operators in F,(X, ,..., X,). 
Let ‘2J be the algebraic function with (34). Since ‘2) is separable over 
F,(Xl ,.**, X,>, each Di may be extended to a derivation in F,(X, ,..., X, , 9) 
([I31 $66). In fact we have 
DC9 = -fx,(X1 >.a., xn, wfY(Xl ,.*., xm , 9) (i = I,..., d), 
where fx, ,..., fx, , fy are the partial derivatives off. Put 
3 = fY(Xl ,.-*, xn 3 %I). 
LEMMA 14. Let a(X, ,..., X, , Y, Z, W) be a polynomial in the m + 3 
variables X, ,..., X,, Y,Z, W.SupposeI=I,++.-+Z,>,l.Then 
DF ..* Dka(XI ,..., X, , ‘2), X,“, ‘2)“) 
= &...*qq )...) xm , 5% Xm”, !m/32z-1, (37) 
where a(h~.-~bd ( X 1 ,*--, X, , Y, Z, W) is a polynomial whose coeficients 
are linear combinations of the coeficients of a, and which has 
A(&...,Zm) > G A(4 + PI- 1) 44 
degZ o”l*..**‘m) < deg, a, deg, aCzl*-..*‘m) < deg, a. 
(38) 
Proof. We shall begin with the case I = 1. We have 
where b,(X, ,..., X, , Y, Z, W) equals 
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Thus A(&) < d(a) + d(f) < d(u) + da,h (i = I,..., m), and the degrees of 
bi in Z, W do not exceed the corresponding degrees of a. Since clearly 
the coefficients of bi are linear combinations of the coefficients of a, the 
case 1 = 1 of the lemma is true. 
To go from 1 to I + 1, we note that 
D,a(z-‘zJ(xl ,..., x, , g, x,“, y) 
= b~zl-~z+t/l ,..., 1,) 9, x,“, TYY3 
= c!z’.....zm) % (Xl ,--*, 1, > 9, x,“, m1321 
where 
A(b!’ 1 
wbn)) < &h-..zm)) + d$, 
whence 
A@,’ ,.....z,n)) < &h....bn)) + 2d#, 
By the case I= 1 already proved, we have 
&(1/3”“-3 = (1 - 2Z)(Di3)/321 = d&Y, ,..., X, , ‘9)/32z+1, 
where A(di) < A(&) + d# < 2dt,h. Thus we may put 





02 . . . D:“+l . . . Dka(xl ,..., ‘CJ)“) = ~(zl....*z,+l,....z,)(~l ,..., 9@)/32z+1 
with 
A@ 
(I1 *..., z<+1,..., I,) ) < A(~(“I~**.*~$ + 2dt,S < A(u) + (2Z+ 1) d#. 
The degrees in Z, W have not increased. Hence the lemma is true for 
I+ 1. 
write a’O.....O’ = a. Then the lemma remains true for 1 = 0 if in (37), (38) 
we replace 2Z- 1 by max(U - 1, 0). 
9. CONSTRIJ~TION OF AN ALGEBRAIC FUNCTION 
Let d(X, ,..., X,) be the discriminant of the polynomialfwhen considered 
as a polynomial in Y with coefficients in F&X, ,..., X,). Then by (30) and 
(33), 4x1 7..0, X,) is a polynomial of degree ,( (2d - 2)#. Let CT be the 
set of m-tuples (x1 ,..., x,J with components in Fp having d(x, ,..., x,J # 0. 
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Then by Lemma 1 we have 
qm - (2d - 2) #qm-l < 1 (T 1 < qm. (3% 
For (x1 ,..., xm) E o, there are precisely d elements y E F, with 
f (Xl ,*-*, x, , y) = 0. Let 7(x1 ,..., xm) consist of all n = (m + 1)-tuples 
(Xl ,***, x, , Y) with fh ,..., x, , y) = 0 and y E F, , and let 
T’(X1 ,...) xm> consist of the n-tuples (x1 ,..., x, , y) withf(x, ,..., x, , y) = 0 
and y E FQ , y $ F, . Then for (xl ,..., x,) E u, 
I 4% ,.‘., xm)l + I +(x1 ,..., x,)1 = d. 
Let 7 and T’, respectively, consist of all n-tUpleS which belong to 7(x1,. . .,x,) 
Or to T’(X1 ,..., xm) for some (x1 ,..., x,) E 0‘. We clearly have 
\T1+lT’I=dlC’l. (40) 
In all that follows, we shall assume that d > 2, and we shall use the 
abbreviation 
p = ((d - 1)/d)‘/“. (41) 
LEMMA. Suppose 
4 > m, q > 2d2$. (42) 
Suppose M is an integer with 
Write 
M>2dm, 20dt,bM2 < m2q. (43) 
N = MM + Jmd)l, tw 
where [a**] denotes the integer part. 
Then there is a non-zero polynomial a(X, ,..., X, , Y, 2, W) with 
coeficients in F, and with 
degxma < (q/d) - 44 
V(a) G 4X 
deg,a < d - 1, deg,a < d - 1, 
such that 
a(h.....zm)(xl ,..., x,,y,x,*,y’9=0 for I,+-**+I,<M(451 
andfor every (x1 ,..., x,,, , y) E 7’. 
64dW5 
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Remark. This lemma may be interpreted as follows. The algebraic 
function a(X, ,,.., X, , 9, Xm*, 9~) is defined on the surface 
AX1 ,.-*, X, , Y) = 0, and according to the lemma it vanishes of high 
order on points (x1 ,..., x, , y) E 7’ of this surface. 
ProoJ Raising the equationf(x, ,..., x, , y) = 0 to the q-th power and 
observing that x, ,..., x, and the coefficients of f lie in FQ, we get 
f (Xl ,***, x,,, , y’J) = 0. Because of the special form off we obtain 
0 = f(x1 ,.-., xnz , Y”) - f(x1 ,.**, &l , Y> 
= (y? _ y) ((y’dd-1) + yQ'd-2)~ + . . . + yd-1) 
+ &(X1 ,..., Xm)(y*(d-2) + *-> + .** + &-1(X1 ,a**, %n>). 
Now if (x1 ,..., x, , y) E T’, then y $ F, and yq # y. Hence the second 
factor above is zero, i.e., 
Y d&l) = _ Y dd-2) _ . . . -yd-l _ . . . -g,-,(xl ,...) xm), 
If we substitute this value for (y’J)“-’ in a(zl--.*z~)(xl ,..., x, , y, xm*, yq), we 
see that (45) becomes 
~(h”..‘bfJ(X1 )..., Xm,Y,XmP,YQ) = 0 for I1 + ‘-’ + ‘“T, < 946) 
where b(zl*...*zm)(X1 ,..., X, , Y, Z, IV) has 
@ZI..... ZJ) < d(a(z’ I..., I,) ) + d# < 4) + (21+ 1) d# 
-=c (q/d) - d# + (d - I># + (2lf 1) d# 
< (q/d) + (21 + 1) 44 
deg, @....‘m) < deg,a < N. 
Since f(xl ,..., x, , y) = 0, and by (30), (33), one sees by induction 
on t that 
yd-l+t = gi”‘(xl ). * .) x,) yd-1 + *. . + g;yx, ). . .) x,) (t = 1, 2,...), 
where 
deg gF)(X 1 ,..., X,> < (t + i - I># ,< (t + d - l># (i = I,..., d). 
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Substituting these values for ~~--l+~(t = 1, 2,...) into W*..Jm) (xl ,..., 
xm , y, x,*, y’~), we see that (46) is equivalent to 
pl,....Z,) 
(Xl ,*-., x, , Y, &Lq, Y”> = 0 for I1 + ‘** + 4n < M, (47) 
where c+*...J~) (X, ,..., X,,, , Y, 2, IV) has 
dew c (h....,&) < d _ 2, de& c (h~...~h~) < d _ 1, 
degxm cb.&) < (q/d) + (21 + 1) 44 
Now finally, since xrnq = x,, , the conditions become 
d(‘lr...*‘,)(xl ,..., x, , y, y”) = 0 for l1 4 ... + 1, < M, (48) 
where d(h.....bn) ( X 1 ,**., X, , Y, W) has 
deg, d(zl*...*zm) < d _ 2, deg, dczl*...*‘A < d - 1, 
degxmd(h..-d < (q/d) + (21+ 1) d# + N. 
The equation in (48) is certainly satisfied if for every x1 ,..., x,-~ in F, , 
the polynomial d(zl*..**zm) (xl ,..., x,-~ , X, , Y, IV) in X, , Y, W vanishes 
identically. The number of coefficients of this polynomial (for fixed 
1 1 ,..., Em) is at most 
(d - 1) d((q/d) + (21+ 1) d# + N + 1) 
< (d - l)(q + (2Zt 2) d2$ + Nd) = B, 
say. In order for the above polynomial to vanish identically, the coefficients 
of a(X, ,..., X, , Y, 2, W) have to satisfy at most B linear homogeneous 
equations. In order to have this happen for each x1 E F, ,..., x,-~ E FQ, 
we get < Bqm-l conditions. 
The number of m-tuples I, ,..., I, of non-negative integers with 
l1 + -3. + Z, < M is (“+E-l ), hence is < (A4 + m)l”/m!. The sum of 
1=1,+ .*. + I, over these m-tuples is < M(M + m)“/m! Taking the 
sum of B = B(l, ,..., Im) over all these m-tuples, we get the bound 
C < qm-l(d - l)(M + ~r)~ (m!)-l (q + 2d2z,h + Nd + 2d2@4) 
for the number of linear conditions on the coefficients of the polynomial a, 
in order that (48) and hence (45) holds. 
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Now by (43)s (4% 
2d2# f Nd -I- 2da#M < 2d%,b f Md + 4md2 + 2dz+4 < 4d2a,bM, 
so that 
C < (d - 1) qn”(M + m)m (m!)-l (1 + (@#M/q)). (49) 
The total number D of coefficients which a polynomial a(X1 ,..., X, , 
Y, 2, W) of the lemma may have is computed as follows. Since V(u) < qN, 
every monomial X$ -a* A’,$ Y”Z”Ww occuring in a has il + I** + imml + 
qv<qN.ThusO<~<N,andforgivenv,i,+~**+i,-l<q(N-zQ. 
For given u, this gives (Q@‘zL+;“-l) possible (m - I)-tuples iI ,..., ime , 
and the sum over u gives 
In view of the further conditions 0 < i,,, < (q/d) - d#, 0 < u < d - 1, 
0 < w  < d - 1, the number D of available coefficients satisfies 
D > d2((q/d) - dt,b) qm-l(N - l)“/m !. 
Now since d > 2, we have dp > 1, whence N - 1 2 p(M + 4dm) - 2 > 
&4 f 2dm), so that 
D > (d - 1) q”(l - (d”yS/q)) (M f 2dm)“+/m!. (50) 
The lemma is true if D > C, for then the number of available unknowns 
(i.e., the coefficients of a(X, ,..., W))is greater than the number of homo- 
geneous linear conditions imposed on them. Thus by (49), (50), it will be 
enough to show that 
(M+ 2dm)%M+ mP > (1 + (@+Wd)(1 - (d2WP1. (51) 
Here the left-hand side is greater than (1 + (md/(M + m)))“, hence is 
greater than 1 + (m2d/2M). On the right-hand side, d8#/q < l/2 by (42), 
so that (1 - (d2y5/q))-1 < 1 + (2d2#/q) < 2. Hence the right-hand side 
of (51) is less than 
1 + 8d2~(M/q) + (2d2~/q) < 1 + (lOdz#M/q). 
Thus by (43), the inequality (51) does in fact hold, and the lemma is proved. 
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10. CONSTRUCTION OF A POLYNOMIAL 
For an m-tuple (x1 ,..., x,,J with components in F, , write 
Y(Xl,..., &a) = 
i 
I 4% ,*-*, &IA if (x, ,..., x,) E u, 
0 otherwise. 
LEMMA 16. Suppose q, M are as in Lemma 15. There exists a non-zero 
polynomialp(X, ,..., X,) with 
deg P < $Mq + (4m + 294) d2q, 
such that 
0: *.a D>p(x, ,..., x,) = 0 for l,+...+l,<My(x, 
fir every (xl ,..., x,). 
Proof. Put 





where % denotes the norm from F,(X, ,..., X, , 9) to F,(X, ,..., X,), and 
where a(X, ,..., X, , Y, 2, W) is the polynomial of Lemma 15. Let 
9 = go),..., (r)cd) be the conjugates of 9. The right-hand side of (54) 
is symmetric in (r)(l),..., q)(d) and of degree < (d - l)(l + q) in each 
oft). Such a symmetric function is by Lemma 10 a polynomial of degree 
< (q + l)(d - 1) in the elementary symmetric functions of go),..., ‘9J(@, 
hence is by (33) a polynomial in XI ,..., X, of degree < (q + l)(d - 1) d#. 
Since degxm a < q/d and since V(a) < Nq, it follows that 
degp~(q+l)(d-l1)d~+q+Nqd 
-=c qd2# + q + p(M + 4md) qd 
-=c pd Mq + (4m + 2~4 d2q 
by (42), (44). Thus (52) holds. The polynomialp is non-zero by Lemma 13. 
Each derivation Di is uniquely extended to F,(X, ,..., X, , r)(l),..., gCd)). 
Since p(X, ,..., X,) is the product of a(X, ,..., X, , gtd), XmQ, gfi’*) 
(i = l,..., d), we have by Lemma 14, 
Dt . . . @#Xl ,..., X,> 
= C c(b) fi (a(‘il”..*zJm)(X, ,..., X, , YjCi), Xmq, 99/3:9, 
i=l 
(55) 
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where the sum is over non-negative lij (1 < i < d, 1 < j ,< m) with 
hi + ‘** -I- I(jj = 1) (j = l,..., m), (56) 
where the ~(1~~) are constants depending only on II1 ,..., I,, , where 
3i = fY(Xl 9***> X, , ‘j,P) and where Xi = max(O, 2(4, + *.* + Z+) - 1) 
(i = I,..., d). 
Now suppose that (x1 ,..., x,) E u, and that yI ,..., yd are the roots of 
f (x1 ,**., X, , y) = 0. Since zi = &(x1 ,..., X, , yJ # 0 (i = I,..., d), (55) 
yields 
D; . . . D~P<x, ,..., x,,J 
= c C(l,$) fi (a(~“‘--z”“)(xl )...) xm , y* , x,“, yi”)/z$‘). 
2=1 
(57) 
Suppose y1 ,..., yv are # Fq and yY+r ,..., yd are E Fg, so that 
y = I +(x1 ,.“, &)I = ye1 9.“) x7%>. 
Now let II + a.. + I,,, < My(x, ,,.., x,) = My, We have lIi + 0.. + 
I,, < Ii (j = I,..., m) by (56), so that there is an i, 1 < i < y, with 
Ii1 + *** + 47n < (II + *** + L)/~ < M* 
Since (x1 ,..., x, , yi) E T’, Lemma 15 gives 
a(” ( a.... .LJ x1 ,...) &n 9 Yr , x7nQ, Vi”) = 0. 
Hence every summand on the right-hand side of (57) is zero, and the 
lemma is established. 
11. A LOWER BOUND FOR THE NUMBER OF ZEROS, DERIVED UNDER 
HYPOTHESIS H 
LEMMA 17. Suppose k(X, ,..., X,) is a non-zero polynomial with 
coeBcients in F, and of degree < e. Suppose B is a constant d p, and with 
every (x1 ,..., x,,J with components in FQ there is associated an integer 
B(Xl ,***, x,) with 
0 ,( /%v, ,..., xm) < B. (58) 
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Suppose that 
D) . . . Dkk(x, ,..., x3 = 0 for 1, + *.. + I, < B(x, ,..., x,) 
for every (x, ,..., x,). Then 
,z,<...5 )EFm /xx1 Y.‘.) xm) G em 5 
m 8 
where 
e - e(q+-l + B(qnc-2 + *.. + 1)).5 m- 
Proof. For m = 1, we have D%(x) = 0 for I = 0, l,..., p(x) - 1, 
and therefore k(X) is divisible by (X - x)~($). (This is only true since 
/3 < B < p, where p is the characteristic; it would not be true without 
this condition!) Thus k(X) has degree at least C /3(x), and it follows that 
C P(x) < e = el . 
The induction from m - 1 to m is as follows. We shall denote hyper- 
planes (not necessarily through the origin) of FQm by the letter H. With 
each hyperplane H we associate a linear formfH(XI ,..., X,>, such that H 
consists of the zeros offH . Put 
Now if we parametrize H and substitute the expressions for XI ,..., X, 
into k(X, ,..., X,), we obtain a polynomial in m - 1 variables of degree 
< e. Thus by our inductive hypothesis we see that if /3(H) i enzwl, then k 
vanishes identically on H, whence is divisible by fH . Hence there are at 
most e hyperplanes H with /3(H) > e,-, . Every hyperplane H has 
/3(H) < Bq”-l. Therefore 
~PGO-<~em-l+ c B m1 
BWL, q - 
< em-lq(q+l  .*- + q + 1) + eBqm-1, 
since the number of hyperplanes is q(qm-l + ... + q + 1). The number of 
hyperplanes through a given point is q”-l + .+. + q + 1. Hence 
(r :, 
1’ ‘In 
, /%x1 ,..., x,> = (q”-l + .** + 1)-l G/I(H) < e,-d + eB = e, . 
6 The inner sum is zero if ~2 = 1. 
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LEMMA 18. Suppose Hypothesis H holds, and suppose 
4 > 20md5#( 16m + 81,92. (59) 
Then the number A of solutions of(l) satisfies 
A 2 qm/(5m). (60) 
Proof. First consider the case when Fp is a prime field, i.e., when 
q = p. Put 
M = (16m + 8#) d2m. (61) 
Then q, M satisfy the conditions of Lemma 15, 16. We are going to 
apply Lemma 17 to the polynomial p(X, ,..., A’,) of Lemma 16, with 
I% s-**, &iJ = MY(Xl ,..‘, &I ) and with B = Md. Then B < p in view 
of (59), (61) and q = p. We obtain 
em = e(q”-l + B(q+z + *** + 1)) 
< &d”q + (4m + 24) d2qXqm-1 -I- 2Mdq-? 
= pdMp(l + (4m + 2#) &WY1 + (2Mdlq)). 
Now l/2 < 1 - (l/d) < ,u = (1 - (l/d))l/” < 1 - (l/dm). We have 
(4m + 2$) d(pM-l) < 1/(2dm) by (61), and 2Md/q < l/(20 dm) by (59), 
(61). Since (1 - (l/dm)) (1 + (l/2 dm)) (1 + (l/20 dm)) < 1 - (2/S dm), 
we obtain 
e, < (d - (2/5m)) Mq”. 
Lemma ,l7 yields 
: c y(xl ,e.., x,,,) = M-l (z c f3(xl P--t &al 
(2,.....2,) l.....qJ 
< M-le,,, < (d - (2/5m)) qm. (62) 
Now A, the number of solutions of (I), satisfies 
A > I 7 1 = d I u I - 1 r’ 1 > d(qm - 2d# q’“-I) - 1 y(x, ,..., x,,J, 
by virtue of (39), (40). We obtain 
A > (2/5m) q” - 2da$qm--l > q”/(Sm) 
by (59) and (62). 
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All this was proved under the assumption that q = p. In the general 
case one has to replace the operators Dj” by new operators Ej’) where 
Lemma 17 remains true without the condition B <p if D$ *** 02 is 
replaced by E:‘l) -1. E(’ ) There are some technical details to be overcome mm .
in order to define these new operators on F,(X, ,..., X, , g), etc. A 
detailed exposition of these operators (in the case m = 1) is given in 
i71, §8. 
COROLLARY. Suppose Hypothesis H holds and q satisJes (59) and 
Then 
q > 25nd2q1i2 + Snol(q, d). (63) 
A > qn-l - (a(q, a> + 5d2) qn-2. 
Proof. We may assume d > 2. Lemma 7 is applicable by (63). If it 
were true with V, = 0, then q”-l/(5n) < A < (a(q, d) + 5d2) qn-2, 
contradicting (63). Hence Y,, >, 1, and the desired conclusion follows. 
12. COUNTING SUBGROUPS AND SUBFIELDS 
The results of this section are not new. 
Write log, for the logarithm to the base 2, and [..a] for the integer part. 
LEMMA 19. Let G be a group and H a subgroup of index h. Then the 
number of subgroups J with 
HCJCG (64) 
is 
< h[log,h’ = X(h), say. 
Proof. Let C, ,..., C,, be the right cosets of H in G. Every group J as 
above is a union of such cosets. Write J(Cil ,..., C,,) for the subgroup of G 
generated by H, Ci, ,..., Ci, . Every J may be written as 
J = J(Ci, ,..., Ci> 
for some t and some cosets Cil ,..., Cit . If t is chosen minimal, then in 
HZ J(Ci,) C -0. C J(Cil ,..., C,,) each extension is of degree 3 2, whence 
the index of H in J(Cil ,..., CiJ at least 2t. Therefore t < to = [log, h]. 
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In fact we may always take t = t,, . The number of possibilities for each 
ij (j = I,..., r,) is h, so that we obtain the upper bound hto. 
LEMMA 20. Let K be a jield and L a separable algebraic extension 
of degree h. Then the number ofjields M with 
KCMCL (65) 
is < X(h). 
ProojI This follows from Galois Theory: Let N be the smallest normal 
extension of K containing L. Let G be the Galois group of N over K, 
and H the subgroup consisting of elements which leave L hxed. Then 
H is a subgroup of index h. There is a l-l correspondence between fields 
M with (65) and subgroups J of G with (64). Our assertion now follows 
from Lemma 19. 
We shall assume again that d 3 2. Put u = [4 log d], let P(1) = 2,..., P(u) 
be the first u primes, and set 
$ = P(u). (66) 
Let D be the set of polynomials over F, of the type 
r(X) = C a&V, (67) 
where the sum is over primes P < # which are not divisors of d. 
LEMMA 21. Suppose q > d. Then 1 D 1 > X(d). 
Proof. Since the number of prime factors of d is < [log, dj, the 
number of primes P < $ = P(u) which do not divide d is > U- [log, dj > 
2[log, d] - [log, dj. For each such prime P, the number of possibilities 
for ap is q, so that 
/ Q 1 3 q[logzd’ > dtlog,dl = h(d), 
13. ON ABSOLUTELY IRREDUCIBLE POLYNOMIALS 
Given a field K and a field extension L, the algebraic closure of K in L 
consists of the elements of L which are algebraic over K. The algebraic 
closure is a field K* with KC K* C L. 
LEMMA 22. Suppose f (Xl ,..., X, , Y) is a polynomial with CoefJicients 
in K, which is irreducible ouer K and separable and of degree d > 0 in Y. 
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Let Yj be a quantity with f(X, ,..., X, , ‘I)) = 0. Let L be the field 
ml 2.S.) X, , 9). Then the algebraic closure K* of K in L is a separable 
algebraic extension of K, with [K*: K] a divisor of d. The polynomial f is 
absolutely irreducible if and only if K* = K. 
Proof. In the chain 
K(x, ,..., X,) _C K*(X, ,..., X,) C L = K*(X, ,..., X,% , ‘f)), (68) 
the field on the right is a separable algebraic extension of degree d of the 
field on the left. Hence K*(X, ,..., X,) is a separable algebraic extension 
of K(X, ,..., X,) of a degree dividing d, and K* is a separable algebraic 
extension of K of a degree dividing d. 
If f is absolutely irreducible, then it is irreducible over K*, so that 
[K*W, ,..., X, , 9): K*(X, ,..., X,)] = 4 and therefore K*(X, ,..., X,) = 
K(x, ,..., X,) and K* = K. 
In general, let fi be an irreducible factor off over K. Assume that in some 
lexicographic ordering of the coefficients, the first non-zero coefficient of 
fi is 1. Then the same is true for every power offi . Let Kl be obtained from 
K by adjoining the coefficients of fi . Let a be the smallest integer such 
that the coefficients of flu are separable over K. Then fib has separable 
coefficients precisely if a divides b. Now flV” does have separable coefficients 
for some power pe of the characteristic p. Hence a is a divisor of such 
a power, hence is itself a power of p. We have 
where K,” is obtained from K be adjoining the coefficients of g = fl;“, 
and where Kl is a purely inseparable extension of KIS. The polynomial 
g = fl” has coefficients in Kls and is irreducible over Kls, since its proper 
divisors don’t have separable coefficients. Now g = fi5 divides f”, hence 
g divides J Write k = [K,“: K] and let fi , f2 ,..., fk be the (distinct) 
conjugates of fi over K. Then each power fi” (i = l,..., k) divides f, 
whence h = (fifi ,..., fk)” dividesf. S’ mce h has coefficients in K and since 
f is irreducible over K, f = ch with a constant c. If a is a positive power 
of p, then f is a polynomial in Xrp,..., Xmp, Y”, which contradicts the 
separability off in Y. Hence a = 1 and f = cfifi ... fk . Each polynomial 
fi is of degree dJk in Y, so that 9 is of degree d/k over Kl(Xl ,...: X,). 
Thus in 
Ktx, v..., &J C KG, ,... , &a) C KG, ,..., Xn > ‘9, 
the first extension is of degree k and the second is of degree d/k. Hence the 
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total extension is of degree d, and &(A’, ,..., X,, ‘2)) = K(X, ,..., X,, 9)) = L 
and Kl C L. Since Kl is algebraic over K, Kl C K*. 
Now if K = K*, then Kl = K, whence k = 1, whence f = cfi . 
Hence f is absolutely irreducible. 
14. CONCLUSION OF THE PROOF 
Let f(X, ,..., X, , Y) be the polynomial of the Theorem. We may 
assume that it is of the type (30), (31), and that it is separable in Y. Let 
9 satisfy (34), and let 
Write K, = F, . Then by Lemma 22, and since f is absolutely irreducible, 
K,,* = KO , where K,* is the algebraic closure of K, in L. Put 
Ki = F&Y, ,..., Xi) (i = l,..., m). 
Hypothesis His that the polynomialf”(X, , Y) (i.e., the polynomial f as a 
polynomial in 1, , Y with coefficients in Km-,) is absolutely irreducible. 
By Lemma 22 this is true precisely if Kmvl is algebraically closed in 
Km&Y,, 9) = L. Thus Hypothesis H means that 
K;-, = Km-, . (69 
But of course in general this need not be true. We know that K,* = K. , 
but we don’t even know whether Kl* = Kl . 
For every r E 9, put 
LEMMA 23. There is cm r E Q with (K,(Xp)))* = K,(Xj’)). 
Proof. The fields (K,(Xi’)))* (X, ,..., A’,) lie between K,,, and L. By 
Lemma 20, there are at most A(d) fields between K,,, and L. Hence by 
Lemma 21, there are two distinct polynomials r, s E Sz with 
KJ<~!“>)*(& ,**-, X,J = (Ko(&s?)*(K 3.. ., Xd. 
Since X, ,..., X,-, are algebraically independent over Ko(X, , X,), we 
obtain 
(KoWi’?)*(& , Kn) = &(~!“‘))*(~I 7 L). (70) 
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Now ‘f) is separable algebraic of degree d over K,,(Xj’))(X, ,..., X,). 
Applying Lemma 22 to the ground field K,(X:‘)), we see that (&,(X~)))* 
is separable algebraic over K,(Xi’J) of some degree C& dividing d. Say 
wow’))* = &(X:“, 3,), and let gJX:T), 2) be the defining polynomial 
of 3, over K,,(X:‘)). In view of &* = K,, , K, is algebraically closed in 
&(Z’), 34, and hen= g,(X, (?I, Z) is absolutely irreducible by Lemma 22. 
Similarly (KO(Xjs)))* = K,,(XjS), 3,), where 3s is separable algebraic over 
K,,(X:s)) of some degree d, dividing d and where the defining polynomial 
for 3, is absolutely irreducible. Now by the construction of Q, the degree 
of r(Y) - s(Y) is a prime not dividing d, hence is a number coprime to 
d,d, . Thus Lemma 9 is applicable and 
while by (70), KO(Xl , X, , 3r) = K,(X, , X, , 3J is of degree d, = d, 
over K,(X, , X,). Hence d, = d, = d,d, , whence d, = d, = 1, whence 
(KO(Xp’))* = K,,(Xp’). 
Now let the polynomial r of the lemma be fixed and put 
x1 = xy = x1 + r(X,). (71) 
Introduce the polynomial 
3l<% , x2 ,..., x,, ) Y) = f(X, - r(X,), x2 ,...) x, ) Y). 
Then f1 is again of degree d in Y and is again separable in Y. We have 
f,(;P, , x2 ,..*, X, , VJ) = 0 and L = F’,(;p,, X2 ,..., X, , 9). The poly- 
nomial f1 is absolutely irreducible and its number of zeros is equal to the 
number of zeros off. Putting k1 = KO(xl), we have R,* = Z?l . Hence we 
see that after a suitable substitution (71), we hatIe 
We now interpret 3r as a polynomial in X, ,..., X, , Y with coefficients 
in x1 . If m 3 3, we may repeat the process and we see that after a sub- 
stitution& = X, + rz(X,,J, the fieldRz = K,,(xl, .$) will have l&* = J&. 
After m - 1 substitutions we finally get k?zpl = &,,+, . 
But after m - 1 substitutions the polynomial obtained is of the type 
3m-1 = f(x, - r&L),..., X,-, - rm-&L), Xm , 0, 
where f was the original polynomial. Since f was of the type (30) with (31) 
and since degri(X,) < 4 (i = l,..., m - l), the new polynomial will be 
of the type (30), (33) with $ = $(d) = P([4 log 4) according to (66). 
Hence Hypothesis H will hold with this value of #. 
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Now suppose (2) holds, and set a(q, d) = 01~ = (d - l)(d - 2)q1i2 + d. 
Then q satisfies (59) and (63), and we may apply the Corollary to Lemma 
18. Thus 
A > qn-l - (a(q, d) + 5d2) q”-2 
> q”-l - (d - l)(d - 4 q+-(V) - @‘qn-2, 
i.e., (3). 
Now on the other hand, suppose that (2), (2’) hold, and apply our 
estimates with a(q, d) = a2 = 2d3q1/2. Then again (59) and (63) are 
true, and the Corollary to Lemma 18 yields 
A > qR-l - (a(q, d) + 5d2) qn-2 > q”-l - 3d3qn-‘3/2’, 
i.e., (3’). 
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